Stay a step ahead of your competitors

Leverage competitive intelligence spanning the entire drug development lifecycle

Gaining a competitive edge in drug development requires knowing the current pipelines of all competing companies. Cortellis Competitive Intelligence delivers timely intelligence to survey the entire development landscape and provides comprehensive analysis to forecast trends, threats and opportunities.

Make critical portfolio decisions backed by accurate, comprehensive pipeline and competitive intelligence

Robust data
- 72K+ sales forecasts
- 177K+ pipeline drug programs
- 9M+ worldwide patents
- 1.3M+ records from 1,800+ contributing brokers
- 650+ chemists, biologists and editors with a medical background
- 1,600+ SWOT analyses

Expert team
- Make critical portfolio decisions backed by accurate, comprehensive pipeline and competitive intelligence

Unlock the hidden insights in data

Perform due diligence, competitive analysis and portfolio planning by identifying new competitors sooner. Find and invest in early-stage assets before your competitors do with a data-driven foundation that is used by 88% of the top 50 global pharmaceutical companies.

Make better decisions and accelerate innovation

Contact a representative to learn how Cortellis Competitive Intelligence can accelerate innovation for your organization, or visit clarivate.com/cortellis

Access trusted intelligence integrated across the R&D Lifecycle

Make data-driven decisions with speed and certainty across the drug and device development lifecycle with the Cortellis suite of life science intelligence solutions – including customized consulting and services delivered to your specific requirements. Only Cortellis delivers the insights needed to accelerate innovation with confidence.

Targeted intelligence
- Focus on the information you need, including drug sales and forecasts, broker reports, event transcripts and venture funding.

Global coverage and access
- Access expert analyses, expert forecasts and competitive intelligence from 2017 observations across 200 countries.

Comprehensive searches
- Find all the data you need with no search costs. Instead, interoperability is included free.
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